About Europe Welcome League
Europe Welcome League, Small Welcome Actions is a call to welcome
refugee people arriving at our villages and towns.
We have selected ten welcome actions. These are simple everyday
actions we perform when we first meet someone, or when we want to know
them better. We have divided these actions into three types: actions
to learn about the situation of refugee people, actions everyone can
do as an individual and actions that people can organise in their
neighbourhoods and communities.
Every action, small and simple, counts to build a world of encounters
where we can collectively build new ways of living together based on
respecting diversity, equality and solidarity.

Why these actions?
We are a group of young people, of mostly gypsy origin, coming from
multiple countries in Europe (Albania, Austria, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Italy, Romania, Serbia and Poland). We are currently in
Badalona participating in a culture and sports interchange. Many of
us have lived through discrimination and inequality because of
cultural, economic and religious reasons, or because of our gender.
Migration and displacement are close to us, in terms of our current
situation and in the history of our people.
For these reasons we want to show solidarity with people seeking
asylum in our countries. In sport we learn about values like
sportsmanship, respect and team work. These are the values we want to
bring to Plaça Sant Jaume.
Every small welcome action is a great action towards living together
which helps us bring down the borders that stand between peoples and
cities.

What about you?
What will be your small welcome action? If you would like to
participate, send us your small welcome action to:
petitesaccionsbenvinguda@gmail.com All small welcome action will be
published at www.relacional.org
+ info for welcoming refugees: www.refugiados-bienvenidos.es
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Define the word “refugee”
Learn to say “hello” in different languages
Watch a movie about refugees
Smile
Go for a coffee together
Take a picture of you and your welcome banner
Introduce your city
Organise an intercultural storytelling session
Play a game of football
Organise a welcome party

